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Mandy Moore - When I Talk To You
Tom: G

   Tabbed by : d'.'b? Limuel
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NOTE:

The guitar tune was based like the on the song so this
should be  for improvements are welcomed.
Intro: A            E            D            A

VERSE:

    Remember me, feels like forever since the days
    when we were friends

     A            E            D            A

    Don't understand all these changes I'm still the
    same no need to pretend

     A            E            D            A

PRE-CHORUS:
    Where'd it go, Do you know

    Maybe it just doesn't matter

CHORUS:

    Cause when I try to talk to you
    I feel like I'm not getting through to you

    Where did we go wrong It's hard to be strong
    when I talk, when I talk to you

VERSE II:

    There were times in the beginning, When you were
    there when I needed you most

      A            E            D            A

    We'd sit and talk about the future and laugh about

    us getting old

      A            E            D            A

PRE-CHORUS:

    Do you know how it feels

    I hope that you know that it matters

CHORUS:

    Cause when I try to talk to you
    I feel like I'm not getting through to you
    Where did we go wrong It's hard to be strong
    when I talk, when I talk to you

BRIDGE:

    I want you to know everything that I am
    Don't want to know what life would be without you

     Bm    A       E           Bm    A    E  D

CHORUS:

    Cause when I try to talk to you
    I feel like I'm not getting through to you

    Where did we go wrong It's hard to be strong
    when I talk, when I talk to you

    When I talk to you 3x

   then quickly pluck this

   repeat this till fade

That's all, I can say its very accurate as you play and hear
it.
If you find anything wrong here e-mail me at   d'.'b?
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